
Ringgold   Primary   and   Ringgold   Elementary   

Volunteer   Orienta�on   Minutes  

August   29,   2019  

10:30   a.m.  

Welcome/Getting   to   Know   One   Another/Contact  

Kathy   Kennedy,   Tracy   Wilson    introduced   themselves   as   Parent   Involvement   Coordinators.  
Kristi   Jablonski   was   also   introduced   as   the   District   Parent   Involvement   Coordinator.    Tracy   told  
the   attendees   that   we   host   the   volunteer   training   together   for   two   main   reasons:    it   helps   parents  
who   have   students   in   both   schools,   and   it   helps   parents   have   a   seamless   transition   when   their  
student   promotes   to   the   elementary   school.  

New   and   returning   parents   were   welcomed.    10   attendees   were   first   time   parents   at   RPS.    4  
attendees   have   students   in   RPS   and   RES.  

Parents   were   invited   to   join   the   PICs   for   lunch   each   2nd   Tuesday   of   the   month.    They   were   told  
that   the   September   lunch   (pizza)   would   be   provided   by   Kathy   and   Tracy.  

Explanation   of   Title   I   and   Role   of   Volunteer/Procedures   and   Responsibilities  

Sign   in   at   the   office.     If   you   cross   over   to   the   other   school,   you   will   need   to   sign   in   at   that   school  
also.    Sign   in   at   the   Parent   Room   also   to   document   who   is   using   the   Parent   Room.    Whelf   with  
work   to   be   done   so   that   you   can   work   even   if   the   coordinator   is   not   in   the   room.   Also,   talk   to  
your   teacher   to   see   if   she   has   work   for   you   if   you   want.    Procedures   are   the   same   at   both  
schools.    An   individual   training   session   on   how   to   use   the   equipment   is   always   available.    Just  
email   your   parent   coordinator.    Books   and   materials   to   check   out   are   always   available   in   each  
parent   room.    Talk   to   the   parent   coordinator   and   we   will   do   everything   we   can   to   get   the   right  
resource   for   you.    Kristi   told   parents   that   if   they   have   a   workshop   they   would   like   to   attend,  
please   tell   the   coordinator   or   list   it   on   the   Fall   Survey.    We   will   try   to   provide   the   workshop   for  
you   and   other   parents.    We   take   input   from   parents   seriously   and   try   to   meet   each   need.  

Explanation   of   Title   I  

Based   on   free   and   reduced   lunch   numbers.    Money   comes   from   the   federal   government.    RPS  
uses   100%   on   salaries   (Academic   Coach,   Parent   Coordinator   and   Interventionist),   RES   title   I  
budget   is   split   between   salaries   (Academic   Coach,   Parent   Coordinator,   Interventionist),  
Professional   Development,   supplies,   etc.  

Confidentiality   and   Ethics  

Volunteers   will   be   around   teachers   and   teacher’s   materials   in   the   parent   room.    Keep   things   you  
see   and   hear   confidential.    Title   I   has   procedures   for   complaints   and   the   Parent   Coordinator   can  
help   you   find   the   right   person   to   with   whom   to   voice   your   complaints/concerns.    Keep   the   parent  
room   as   a   pleasant   place   to   work.    Volunteers   were   asked   to   sign   the   confidentiality   statement.  

 



 

 

Mandatory   Reporting  

Ann   Elrod,   RES   School   Counselor,   explained   the   mandatory   reporting   policy.    Our   job   is   to   keep  
children   safe.    Part   of   that   job   is   to   report   if   a   child   is   not   safe.    Report   anything   that   you   see   or  
hear   that   is   suspicious   of   abuse   (physical   abuse   such   as   strange   bruise,   sexual   abuse,   and  
neglect   such   as   child   saying   he   doesnt   have   food   or   meals.)    Do   not   ask   the   child   questions   or  
probe   for   more   information.    Just   report   (even   something   small)   to   the   counselor   or  
administrators.    All   suspicions   of   abuse   must   be   reported   within   24   hours   to   the   counselor,  
principal   or   assistant   principal.    Do   not   worry.    Just   report   and   you   are   finished.    The   pink  
handout   has   guidelines   for   mandated   reporting.    Ms.   Elrod   also   introduced   her   intern.    The  
intern   had   a   form   about   mandatory   reporting   training   that   she   wanted   some   parents   to   complete.  
It   would   help   her   with   a   college   assignment.    A   mandatory   reporting   signature   sheet   was   sent  
around   the   room   for   signatures.  

Ms.   Elrod   also   spoke   about   some   of   the   services   that   a   school   counselor   provides:    individual  
counseling   with   students   (friendships   skills,   anxiety,   etc.)   and   small   groups   (conflict   resolution,  
friendships,   social   skills,   trauma   etc.)  

Ways   to   Get   Involved  

Volunteers   were   referred   to   the   handout   about   20   ways   to   get   involved.    RPS   has   a   goal   to   have  
25   mentors.    If   interested   in   being   a   mentor,   they   were   to   sign   the   mentor   list.    If   enough   people  
were   interested,   the   district   coordinator   of   mentors   will   come   to   the   school   for   a   mentor   training.  
Volunteers   were   also   told   about   other   opportunities   to   help:    room   mom,   PTO,   reading   to  
children,   vision/hearing   screening,   book   fair,   and   copying   work   in   the   parent   room.    Parents  
were   reminded   that   teachers   benefit   when   parents   volunteer,   but   the   child   benefits   the   most.  

Copyright  

Reminded   to   please   review   the   copyright   handout.    Teachers   are   familiar   with   the   copyright   laws  
also.  

Other  

Announcements   were   made   and   the   meeting   was   evaluated.    All   required   Title   I   handouts   were  
available   (Annual   Meeting,   Testing   in   GA,   Comp   of   Schoolwide,   How   to   Communicate,  
Policies/Input,   Compacts   Input/Discussion)  

 

 

 

  

 


